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la a previous report ^ describing the application ef block 
2-4 diagram tasth&ds        to nonlinear a Ire v It problems , it w&s shown 

that the mathematical relations for a variety of circuits in- 

cluding on© nonlinear element could be indicate by a block 

dis^rgs of the %jp*s given in Fig* 1, In this *•*':  gv.«*ifc Gi.{s), 

G^Ce), and   j5 (r, <   ^re transfer functions^ uhlan express in 

operational form dynamic relations which could also b© given 

as linear differential equations, fae forward block represents 
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Figure 1. fteneral Block Diagram 

a function, f(x), which describes an instantaneous nonlinear 

relation between the variables x and y. It warn also pointed 

out that circuits exist whose block diagrams cannot be reduced 

to this general form. 

Further study, euEaaarlsed in this report, indicates that 

networks of a fairly general class can be described in this way. 
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A theorem ia presented tfhieh permits the forwarc r<nd feedback 

blocks to bo interchanged, if this should prova desirable* The 

exceptions are likewise found to constitute a. general class to 

which similar methods, with some complications v - An b# applied. 

As indicated previously'-» the variable x I *!JS computed 

caloul&tion of e by any appropriate method* A 1 

from e by conventional methods5 if y can be £-;-.mi( aQ  can also 

be computed as the response of a liaasr system. Th© real problem, 

therefore, is the analysis of feedback systs© l*L>i a nonlinear 

forward block and a linear feedback block, or \:-x-: viirsa* In 

this report s a possible strp-by-atep method for this purpose is 

described, The method involves the determination of x-i by oper- 

ational methods, solution of the feedback systea by a combination 

of an approximation to the superposition Integra", and a graphical 

solution of two simultaneous algebraic equations „ and finally a 

~~: examples are 

included to illustrate the method and the quest 1;,. of  accuracy 

is considered briefly= 

Although the examples discussed are problems in electric 

circuits and control systems, the procedures are applicable to 

other types of dynamic systems "by  the well-known technique of 

electro-mechanical analogies or by direct construction of the 

block diagrams, 

Sepx-eaentatioB of Circuit Elements 

The block diagrams for individual linear elements are given 

1». Fig* 2, Two sets of diagrams, called "impedance" end "admitt- 

ance" , are required because of the possibility that either 

a 
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voltages or currents may appear as inputs to the blocks, Mutual 

Inducta&ce and the amplification factor or transc conductance of 

vacuum tubee may also "be required in the block diagrams. 

SEJMBRI 

Resistance 

Indue is43ee 

Capseitanc® 

IMPSDAJ AMP 8? ADKIi^AKCS 

r 

Figure 2B Block Representation of Linear Sisments 

31 

The block diagram representation ©f nonlinear mlMmgs&a la 

not so simple 9 since it generally requires the specification of 

a nonlinear function and a dynamic relation, 'Xhe representations 

adopted for the common circuit elements are given in Fig« 3» She 

script symbols (£RsM,Cp9 szsd so forth) denote fuffgt {tonsf with 

the output of the block b***^'j "'>nsidered ®s & function of the 

input« This function KHy be given azialytically ©r may only be 

expressible in grsifcisal or tabular fersa. 

For a nonlinear resistor, the voltage-current relation may 

be given as 

or i e), (2) 

dep©n&i»»g on srhsther the current or vcltage is considered to be 

the independent variable or input. 
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A nonlinear inductor may ba characterised by two relationsi 

*'   =    JMi), (3) 

which represents the saturation or siagnetiaation curve8 and 

9    -      H   -St-  , <*) 
which is FaradayJs last* If severs! windings appear en %hm %mm 

core, the flux is taken as a function of the net ampere -turns* 

A nonlinear capacitor Is also described by two relational 

q Q(3), (5) 

which is similar to the saturation ourve of a magnetic material^ 

and 

1 =  -Jf- . (6) 

a basic definition. 

It may he noted in passing that the principle of duality in 

applicable In nonlinear circuits aM that the saturation curves 

of ferromagnetic and ferroelectric materials correspond, closely 

enough that solutions for one problem can soaetiai.es be used 

directly as solutions of the associated dual network. 

ftfflgTjU l^ocft gjaffrag 

The block diagram for any network having the configuration 

shown in Pig. 4(a) or 5(a) can be reduced to the general form 

given in Fig* 1. In those networks t  the nonlinear element appears 

between two four-terminal networks, in ©ithar a series or shunt 

position. Although nonlinear resistors are shown, any of the 

other nonlinear elements may be substituted. 

iiiiiMirtinfi'iri— 
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The four-terminal networks may be characterized by their 

equivalent T- or* yr-aeotlons, whichever is meet convenient, as 

shown in Pigs. 4(b) and 5(b), The impedances of the generator 

supplying the network and the measuring device at the output 

are (assumed t© be Included In the networks N and 1= Should it 
be 

| be desirable, the networks can also/specified by their ©pen-- 
i 1 
i circuit impedance parameters cr the short-circuit admittance 
I 7 I parameters3 * 

| The original block diagrams, based on the circuit equations, 

I as4© given in Figss 4(c) and 5(c)* fh© final diagrams, obtained 

jj by a few single block trans forraations-'-"4, are given in Figs. 4(d) 

\ and 5(d). Study of these final diagrams indicates that they can 

[ also be obtained by direct application ef standard network theorems; 

Fig, 4(d) can be derived from the circuit diagram by the use of 

fhevanin's theorem, and Fig* 5(d) by Morton's theorem 

| It will be observed that a series nonlinear element is beat 

described by its admittance function (voltage input and current 

output), and that a shunt element is described "t^  an impedance 

relation, likewise* it may be seen that 2B does not appear in 

i Figs 4(d) and YA does not appear in Fig. 5(d). 
i 

The same type of final block diagram la obtained if the 

four-terminal networks are coupled by a nonlinear (iron-core) 

If the series element is shunted or bridged by an unlike 

linear element, or if an unlike linear element is placed in 

series with the shunt element, a network is produced wnose 
not 

block diagram doea/reduce to the general form of Fig* 1. Such 

networks are snc'n irs Figs. 6 and 7« 

«.- 
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A possible method for dealing with exceptions of this type 

is suggested in Fig. 8* A circuit diagram for the network of    / 

Fig, 6» using £~s©ctitm representations for the four-terminal 

n©t*?03rtK8 ©n& expressing the elements in i^nss of the impedance 

psrasietere j is given in Fig* 8(a)* In developing the block 

diagram given in Fig* Bi'S) t fhevenin's theorem is applied to 

the I#ft«hsnd network (H) to obtain an open-circuit volt-age, 
e^32^11^» as3^ &li W*lvalent source impedance, I/Ygo* %~© 

voltage aoroaa th© parallel combination of X- and the nonlinear 

element is then computed by subtracting the voltages across 

{1/^22) esilti sxi ^roffi "^e open-circuit voltage. -Vith the voltaga 

across the parallel combination available* the current entering 

th© right-hand network (N) can be computed and then used to find 

the output voltage, as well as the internal voltage drops. 

For conveniencef the feedback block in Figa 8(b) is called 
m
eB" in developing the final diagram given in Fig* 8Cc). 2Siis 

diggrem eaa be obtained by block trans format ions ©r by applying 

Morton'<s theorem to the equivalent circuit from which Figa 8(b) 

was darlvad. Ths final diagrean bears some resemblance t-e Fig* 1, 

although the nonlinear block row appears in the feedback path, 

2nd earn \m bandied by similar methods * 

The network shown in Fig« 7 say be treated i.   essentially 

the same wqy and the details are not included here* 
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The block trsr^fcraaties, shewn in Fig* 9(a), although not 

widely known or used, can easily b® checked Tagr solving the basic 

equations of the feedback systems or by application of the usual 

relation 

A] 
*"£ J^        ft- fe J,   •*•   «Vj    An 

1 
A2 (7) 

1   + 
Al *e 

If the feraard block is nonlinear, the transformation shown 

in Fig, 9(b) is applicable! this follows from the fact that the 

equations assy be written as 

(8) X^       •»      38*5 

y   =   f(x) 

or as 
Xg    = 

y   = 

X     s 

jS(s)    y 

3t,       »      X 

s(y5 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

where the function g is related to £ in such s way that 

x   =   S  [*"(*)]       a      x (14) 

It may fe» sold that the forward and feedback blocks can be 

interchanged by the substitution of their itwerses or reciprocals. 

Application of this theorem permits the feedback loop in ¥%&•  8(e) 

to be reduced to the standard term., 

An illustration of the theorem is presented to. Fig, 10, 

where a specific circuit problem is considered. 

i 
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£h# analytical problem psaed «r f%. X^^MT^^si"«8^ 

follows* given a ooffipSe^e 4i*<^^to» &r.i£^ U&4*«r sad non- 

linear portioae of fc&e sty-stf*? p-tt & E^gifJ^'iajr^^ ^H'} f ^&m 

is the correepcrjai-^ sutftftg  «^Ct)3 A £^s^a£ approach  j'c i&fcSi 

preb2«?a is 4sserifc«d snc. iiiusi4^u««?«S ia &&?' r^sinifr^of tly& 

report. 

She first step in the solution is ths deterainatieia of 

X-(t)« which may bf aeeompxiiik©& fey any of ©several asefehod^. 

Since the input block ia lin^ J% the differential equation 

relating e(t) and suit) car be recovered and aolved by classical 

methods. Usiog operational uatheds, we would have 

xx(t)    =     -g?  |%UJ    E<afj (15) 

where S(s) is the transform of e(t)» if the steady-state solution 

for a periodic input is required, th@ transfer function Q^Cs) 

can be converted into an expression for magnitude and phase 

at real frequencies by the substitution of jo for 8* In the 

general case, where neither t^plsee nor Fourier transferals are 

especially convenient, it is r*»s3ible to write® 

x%(t)    =  I  a(t - X ) B^V  « (1^) 

where g,(t) = «C" I Gja) i , the impulse response or weighting 

function for the input block, and to determine x^(t) approxi- 

mately to any desired accuracy* 
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The real problem is the calculation of the response of 

tlis •fsefibssftlr system.*, that %M, t>ie determination of j>(t) for 

a 5?7Sii x»Ct). Using &ts« (8)-(10), this problem ass- be written 

J~ tas iis?e dom&ia as a& integral equation 

x(i) - I   A it)    f |x(t -t)    at 

or x(t) 

(17) 

(13) =    v^t)   -   j  /Set -^)   f ^x(t)3 at 

where     >8 (t)    =  oT"   I /&{s)L the impulse response or weighting 

function of the feedback block. Equations (17) pnd (IB) stre both 

special eases of Laleac©*i nonlinear integral equation1', which 

has been app^i^d to circuit problems by Keller10 and Pipes*1. 

In the analytic treatment of fchia type of equation, a sequence 

of functions is obtained whose limit Is the solution- The main 

difficulty with this method is the eosspls^tty ox the integrals 

encountered. The necessity for an analytic description of the 

nonlinearity may also be troublesome* 

Approximate solutions of the aystasi equations can be obtained 

by atep-by-step methods, using either one of two procedures based 

on Sqss  {8}-(10), which will probably be simpler to apply than 

the iteration method Just described. In the first method, the 

feedback block is handled by writing 2q«  (10} as 

,(t)    ~      |   fi(X)    y(t - X ) dt   ; (19) 

I 

this integral ia then evaluated numerically by any of the well- 

Jcnown sethoda for approximate integration^*"" -. Ta.l& approach 
\& 

has hmen used by Mazsisky and Diederlch  in -fork on strictly 

linear ayetsma, 

I 

:•  ••••- 

S. 
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In tli© second method, y(t) is resolved into component 

signals (step factions, rectangular or triangular pulses, and 

a© forth) for which the responsa of the feedback block can be 

computed? the variable x2(t) is obtained by superposition of 

the responses to the separate components of y(t). This method 

h&a  been applied to nonlinear systems by Uuatin '  , Ma&w©d-"=% 

and Harraer"v| some of the mathematical questions involved have 
21 

been discussed by Brown . In these applications, the sequence 

of numbers representing the response of the linear portions of 

the system to the basic input component has been found by 

substituting difference operators for differential operators, 

rather than by direct calculation. 

The first method will be employed in this report, since 

it appears to offer some advantages. Unliko the ether methods, 

no attempt is made to approximate ths variables in components 

or to express the operation of differentiation in terms of 

differences, Errors peculiar to the first method are made in 

the approximate integration, with the result that their sizo 

can readily be estimated, a'ltfa a knowledge of the weighting 

function (calculated in advance by ordinary operational Riethods) 

and the input z*, a suitable time increment can b© selected* 

The arithmetic operations are routine and a standard, type of 

graphical computation is used* 

Having obtained an approximate solution for y(t), it is 

still necessary to find e^Ct). In some cases, as illustrated 

by the examples, ®«tt) and x2Ct5 
aro simply related; in other 

cases, a second approximate integration siay be required* 

i 

i 

M 

1 
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Pstalla of Solution 

Before presenting any examples, a taor© detailed description 

will be given of the method used to obtain the response of the 

feedback system* 

fhe impulse response ©f the feedback block is calculated 

by taking 

(20) Bit)   = ef"1 [/&(•)] 

Since B(s) is noxmally the ratio of two polynomials in s, the 

relative ordeas of the numerator and denominator are of interest. 

If B(s) iSj for exampS.a* of the form 

A (A)        S 3 

s~ * 4 a + 13 
(21) 

(22) 

the impulse response is found to be 

^ ,   . -2t feit)    =      e sin 3t 

from any transform table * 

If the numerator and denominator are of the sane order, as 

in the case 

{23) s £U) = K / 8 + 1 

it Is advisable to write (by division) 

/SU) =  K  -   E 
3 + 1 

(24) 

The Impulse response is then 

/5(t) K ^ (0)     £ o" 

where     $ (0) is a unit impulse at zaro tiims* 

yiu^awunjiiH*^- 
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Such impulsive components actually simplify the problem, 

s5.nca they imply a strong dependence of the praaent valuo of 

3Cg(t) on the present value of y(t). In fact, if K S(0) were 

the onlY term in $(t)s we would have 
i 

v '+ 1  — y(t) (26) 

The feedback block would therefor© 'be represented by a linear 

relation between the instantaneous values of Xg and y, and 

could be combined with the nonlinear forward block by algebraic 

means» 

If the order of the numerator of /->(s) QXCQS&S  the order 

of the denominator., the theorem given on p« X2 may be invoked» 

The reciprocal of B(s) is then placed in the forward block and 

the nonlinear relation is inverted and put in the feedback block. 

This possibility is illustrated in one of tne examples. 

In the usual caee^ then, a time interval h will be chosen 

and the values of &(t) computed for t = I hp where k = 0, 1, 

2, 3* ••• » This sequence will be written 

fio* fa, fa, fa,  • - • (2?) 

where the subscripts correspond to the various values of k« 

Similarly, the values of y(t) win be written as the sequence 

J0S     yis ya» ^3* • (28) 

To determine the values of x^(t) at the times t=nh, 

the Integral of Sq. (19) will be evaluated by the trapezoidal 

am BOOWWi 



ml*?. WOT?' elsborat© and. accur&te nethods arr3 available ~* 

and have been used, in similar computations t out the choic"'; 

of the* tr&pesoi&ai rule results in a particularly convenient 

and simple procedure* According to this rule* the integral is 

(29) 
x2Cr&}  2s       h I   |  ^o 3Tn *   ^ yn.X +   B2 Tn-2 

^n~i *i  + I f&n y0 J 

I If &(%} contains an impulsive component of magnitude K, Ky 

should be added to 3q»   (29) .1    since    &0% always appears  la 
*•** f 

combination, it is convenient to absorb h into the ^-sequence 

given in (27}. The first member of the p-sequence can also 

absorb the factor 2/2* &s omx "^® first member of the y-sequance, 

The two sequences are then 

*£?,  h^l8 h^2, h^'5,  ... 

^0 

(30) 

(31) i 
The process of multiplications and additions indicated by 

Eq»  (29) is carried out conveniently on a desk calculator* The 

sequence (30)  is computed in pdvanee and arranged in tabular 

form along the left-hand edge of a piece of paper, stariirsg at 

the bottom. She values of y{hh)  are determined during the course 

of ths computation and are recorded in a vertical   -cXumn on 

another piece ©f paper* The technique used to keep track of the 

operations in Eq*  (29}  is sho'.'n in Fig* 11 e 
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It vail to© noted that, unless    fiQ K 0?  '2{nbJ will depend 

on. j , as well as the previous values, of y» However, yr Is also 

dependent on Xo**!b) la another way* as indicated "by the relations 

^n f  I x(ish} 

x(sih) =     ac-Cnn)    »   x2(rlh) (33) 

from 2qg-   (6)  £10. (9)*  It we denote by S(nh) all terms of Eq„  (29) 

except t;A* first, we may write 

xp(nh) »     rya   +     S(nh) (34) 

where r =   h JBQ/2. Equation {33i say therefore he written 

x(nh) s     x^nh)    - r y^    -    S(nh) (35) 

!(nh)    - r y n 

where §<nh) ~     x^Cnh) -   S{nh) 

(36) 

(37) 

Since auCt) has already been calculated for all values of t and 

SCiih) depends only on past values of y, Urn present values of r, 

and y C«K be found by a simultaneous solution of Sqs.  (32) and 

(36). 

The simultaneous determination of x(nfc) and y(nh) can be 

made very conveniently by a graphical method shown in Fig. 12, 

This process is exactly the sasse as the one used for the large- 

signal analysis of vacuum tubes having resistive loads* The 

corresponding quantities are? 

y *bb 

z»  -<» »- i^ 

1: 
i' 
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Figure 12, Graphical Solution for yB and xC^h) 

Xmaamich as the slops of the straight line given by Sq«  (36) is 

a ccnBtaat and only 1 varies, a single straight line of the 

proper slope can be drawn or. a piece of ae&i-transparent tracing 

paper which may be superimposed on the plot of y as a function 

of %• As gioon as §(tibj has been computed,, the tracing paper is 

placed in the correct position, the values of y    and x(nh) are 

found at iha intersection of the curves and entered In the table 

of values, fro® which Sf(n*l}h| is computed. "Hie cycle is then 

repeated as many times as necessary <> 

n 
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(1) Sables Resonant Circuit with Koiilinear Inductor 

A series circuit consisting of a resistor, capacitor* 

and nonlinear induct or is shown 1B Fig. 13(a)* Ins problem 

is to determine the current caused by a 5-volt step input. 

The original block diagrsa, given in Fig. 13(b), Is 

reduced to the standard form given in Fig, 13(c) by moving 

the block containing (l/s) to the left of the sut.ff.lng point 

and into the feedback path* Sinea 

and 

we have 

3(e) = 

G^Ca) = 

xl'8) 

s 

s~ 

asxL therefore *1 (t) =  5t . 

Tha feedback function ie 

giving flit) 

2 2 
3 s 

2t 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

For h = 0.2, the modified ^-sequence is therefore 

^2 , 0.48, 0.56, 0.64, 0»72, 0.80, 0.88, • (44) 

The quantity r is therefore 03^0, «asd the general equation for 

(45) 

Xg~ is 

n =     SCiih}    -   0,20 yn 



t 
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Figure 2.5• 3erlos Resonant Circuit axitk BXccfc Diagram 



To check th@ accuracy cf the method, a lim&r case is 

treated first. She relation between $ and i is aasussed to hs 

d   = i 

JM* y  •"  -rf 

t 

Th# initial conditions are taken to lae  q(o) as 0, i{0) as 0* 

After laying out the table ahovra on the next page, values 

of x* ax*® computed from Eq* (41) ana entered in th# x, -colmsm* 

The initial value of y, y0 = 0, is then entered at the top of 

the y-coluatn. The next entries are computed as follows; 

From Sqe« i%9)  and (44), 

S(0,2) #1 70 

(0.48X0) 

0 (47) 

From Bqe. (37) and (41), 

3(0.2)  as x1(0.2)  - 5(0,2) 

= 1.000 (48) 

- 

Substituting the required numbers and solving Sqs* (45) and (46) 

simultaneously, we get 

x(O.a) s y(0.2) s 0.855 (49) 

I 

fhe graphical construction, shown in Fig. 14, is unnecessary in 

this problsm, since Sqs. (45) and (46) can bs solved analytically 

to slv® 
3(«h) 

1.20 
(50) 

I 
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C.4 

0.6 

0,8 

1.0 

1.2 

1»4 

1.6 

1.8 

2*0 

6 

9 

10 

fsbla I. Calculations for Sez*i@a Resonant Circuit 
with Linear- Inductor 

v »799 

0.618 i I 
| 

v: 
'i 

At the oext step, we ha-v* 

• 

i 
§ 

& K0.4) = p.s '2 y© 

- (0.483(0.8353) * C0.5SKG! 
* 

as" 0«400 

GS%W#*ti        —       SL» |0*4j -       i3iW»*»-i 

2^000     - 0*400 

*.«EM3M 

x(0,4)    -   y(0*4) 1*33: 

(51) 

(S2> 

(53) 

\ 

i 
J 
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At- the next step, v;e have 
5 

i I 

II 

\ 

{0.6}    -   pxy2    +  ps y-      -    ,63 y0 

~    C0„48}(lo33}  1   (0,^3(0.853) + (0*645(0) 

] I                                    =  1.107 (54} 

5(0.6}    s    s.C0,6)     -      S(Qe6> 

=    3*000    ~    1.107 

«   1*593 (553 

x{0*6) =   y(C.5)    =    2,578 (56) 

flae rest of the calculations ara made in similar fashion, 

except that equations like (4J), (51), and (54) are handled ey 

the JESthod of Fig. 11 rather than being written out explicitly. 

Similar calculations hare been made 1\^ h ~ 0.1 sad. fc =£ 0.5* 

j TkQ  results for the three different values of a sr$ given in 

Sable II on the following page, along with the oorr-eet values, 

ffee $-& relation assumed is such that the inductor has an 

induetanoe of one *«Bry for the assumed single turn. The 

relation between the current sad applied voltage is easily 

shewn to be 

s"~     -*•     2s     + 2 

For a 5-volt step, it follows that 

"^ ±i%}    ~      5   e        sin t i5d> 
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1 - 30 - 

Current 
Approximate Values 

fa 

••>-*    Vali 

u*055 

-0.032 

jls II, Ee&ulis of Gsle-ala&ions for Series Reao; 
Circuit v/ith Linear Inductor 

mnfc 
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I 
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**- plot ox thw values in fable II shows that the curve 

for h =s w«.'.   is practically coincident with the correct curve. 

| !<}-? ~~ .' ;-%  ?•_•? h ~ 0*2 differ bj net were than 0-030 from tine 
I 
I . :..-i*;t   values   ":.r< .,.««* range ce^tred^ an arror of not ffvre than 

fk ±.~-*3&z .?• 931s c-^aii iva lra2r*sm©ni of h ~ 0*5 I*»sds to fairly big 

| fi5•,crs v^^. g^VQB a reasonably good qualitative pictures the 

| •'sipKa and minimum points of the curves occur at the proper 

|| v-laces.  In general t the error varies roughly as h * 

|| The same process is employed if the inductor .is nonlinear, 

| except that y and x are no longer related by a simple pro- 

p portions. For the example illustrated here, the curve of Fig. 15 

is used# Remembering that y = i and x = ps it will be se@n that 

this curve is a typical magnetization curve, applicable to a 

variety of common magnetic materials. 

Suppos© that h = 0*2 is taken for the time increment. The 

same table ig used for the   ,6-sequsne© and a table like Table 

21 is start@ds beginning with 

3(0.2)    =     1,000 (59) 

as before. In this ease, as indicated by Fig, 13, the values 

of x and y are 

x(Oc2) s  0.89 

yiu.^j s  0.5? 

I If values of current (j)  are all that- is required, there is 

|no need to record %9  SIIMS it is not used in the computations•_ 

i 

iWMWflin j/fiawiji • 
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S(0.4)    -:    (0.48)(0.57) Co.ssKo) 
.-     A . <>th 0e2?4 

3(0.4)    =    2.000     -    0,274 

sr    1*'72© 

x(0,4)    =    1.26 

y(0.4)    =   2.35 
(from Fig. 15) 

(61) 

(62) 

I 

The calculations are continued in similar fashion as far as 

necessary. Results of such calculations for h = 0.05, 0.1 and 

0*2 are given J.i> Table III on the following psga ana plottel 

in Fig. 16. 

Inspection of the table and the curves indicates that 

h = 0.2 is not an unreasonable increment, except for one poor 

value at t = 0.4. For small values of ts the small increments 

give setter results* In all cases there is some fluctuation in 

the values, caused in part by inability to obtain sore than 

three significant figures from Fig. 15* Some of the accuracy 

attainable toy the use of the small inoreaients is not realized 

for this reason. 

i ^iriaii^lirif^il-'iWfifif-irT''--m'W'.i--J--""'r-*-'"i >-•-;«•"••-••---*'=*•- 
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L. Approximate Current Values 

JSS 

0 

0*1 

U*3 

0*4 
0*4* 
0.5 

0,6 

0*8 

0.9 

1.0 

1*1 

A.2 

1.3 
*        3 

is*? 

1.5 

1«6 

1.7 

1.8 

1,9 

o  n 

h    =    0 *05 h    -   0 • 1               a     —     0.2 

*<* n 0 

0.10 0.10 

0.69 0.64 0.57 

1,6? 1.80 

2.06 2.11 2.35 

2.05 

1.90 

1.74 

1.55 

2.06 

1. 88 

1,74 

1, 56 

1 .38 

1 .25 

1 ,12 

0 .93 

v • ,90 

U an 

0.73 

0.60 

0,54 

Qe48 

0,44 

1.90 

1.55 

1,22 

0.97 

0.80 

0.54 

0,43 

I 

Table III. Results cf Calculations for Series 
Resonant Circuit with Moniinisai* la&uctor 

S3 
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(2) RG kMsi- letworfc Cont&inlTJg a Mods 

The circuit filagrass of the H2 ladder natMOTk co-siAama 

in th* seemly sxampls Is shewn 3a' FA£. 17(&) S the block diagram^ 

ie giv^n in Pig. 

! 
OH•- 

(a) 

J 

-*4«———.—. j~-4»ry 
IBJC^ +1    + v 

y = i «-** % 

R-2 v«o 8+1 *2W2' 

R, 
.*.„., 

Pip 2s "** •*•     %>®< 

(to) 

1   I 
i    i 

1 

t; 
I! 

Figar® IT* H5 LasMer Nefcvrort su& Block Diagram 

In Ms aas«5„ the diode Is described by a conduct ace© function, 

cUsiotad bj ^y. . The variable y is th® eiirrsinsi throujgh the died©* 



ITae transfer function cf the feedback Mock Is 

(8)    = ? , {63} 
+ 1 

eo that 

^(t)    =     2 e
-t    * (69) 

The    & -sequence is therefor® 

g&jjggg, 0*327^, 0.2582, 0.210. 0.1798,   **•• (TO) 

if h * 0,20* 

It may also b« noted that,  for the particular- values 

selected, 
"O 2        * 

For simplicity, it Is assumed that R-, » R-3 = 1 and that 

0* = G~ = !«, A 3-volt step is applied at tha input terminals 

of the network with the capacitors initially uncharged. 

A'ith these values, the preliminary calculations are as I 

fellows. Th# transform of the input voltage la ; 

e(s)    a     JL (64) 
s 

and the transfer function of the input block is 

Q  (S)    S   —^  , (65) 
1 s  +  1 

with in® result that 

x2£s)    =   ——I  (6g) 
s (s + 1) 

x^Ct)    =     3 (1 - e"*J (6?) 

! .    , 35bCt) ! 
i gm therefore eeCtj    =   «•—fr^ - * (72) 
i ^ I 

I i 
I . .   . i 

5 
.»»^.£^^^•I5=W««M>^^ 
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A linear case is considered first,  as a cheek on tha 

gasi?_racT of the method.!  If a 1-ohra resistor is substituted 

for the diode t 

x   =   y 

1 

t *1 S 1 3S=y x2 e 
0 

, —. 1         —.-— 

0 0 ^. - o 0 0 

0.2 «543S .0000 .5438 .4532 .0906 .0453 

0.4 .9890 .1484 .8406 .7005 .2885 .1442 

0,6 1*3536 .3509 1.0027 .8356 .5180 .2590 

0*8 1.6520 .3510 1.0910 .9092 .7428 .3714 

1,0 1.8964 .7571 1.1393 »9494 .9470 .4735 

!»•• 2,0964 .9308 1.16*55 .9713 1.1251 .5625 

2.2602 1.0502 X eIvvw .9333 1.2769 ,6384 

1,6 1.2064 1.1879 .9899 1.4044 .7022 

l->8 2.5041 1.3118 1.1923 .9936 1.5105 .7553 

2,0 3.5940 1.3993 1.194? .9956 1.5984 .7992 

Table IV* Calculations for W Ladder ret'crk 
with Linear Resistor 

Similar calculations v;ere mads for h. — 0.1 and a = 0.5* 

The results of tkr-jc series of calculations are sumari zed 

in Table V, which also includes the correct values cosnputed 

frcn th-s relation 

I 

eQ(t)    = e ~    + ""•9J" a ~3t (74) -r- 

1 

- - jM^g)g|gJpwMWi 
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\ Output Voltage 
% "-sxizisit© "a* Lu$s                     Correct Value 

h   =  0.1 h = 0.2 h a 0.5 

Q 0 0 r~v ~ V 

0.1 O.Q130 0,0132 

0.2 0,0461 0* 04*33 ! 
1 0.0463 

0.3 0.0918 0.0921 

0.4 0.1449 0.1442 0.1451 

o»5 0.2016 C.196T 0.2018 

0.6 0.2594 0.2590 0*2594 

0*7 C.3163 0.3254 

0.8 0.3713 0.3714 (\3714 

0,9 0.4238 

1.0 0.4732 0.4735 0.475^ 0,473i 

1.2 0.5525 0.5519 

1.4 
1.5 
1.6 

0,6384 

0.7022 
0.6762 

0.6376 
0.6709 
0.7C13 

1.8 0.7553 0.7543 

2.0 0.7992 0.8046 0.7982 

2.5 0.8847 0.8771 

3.0 0.9329 0«9253 

3*5 
! 

i 

1 
0.9617 0.9547 

Table V". Results of Calculations for 90 Ladder 
Network v;ith Linear Rosistor 



An an approximation to the voltage-ourrent characteristic 

of a eryst&l diode, the relation 

was used* In the gen 

1      s      0 a  <  0 

s=       © e >  0 

ral notation \ •aed previously 

4 y     a     s x,  > 0 

(75) 

(76} 

m 

I 

:,> 

Equation (76) was plotted and the calculations were repeated9 

using the graphical isethod ?... .jc-xi>ad "before. Results for h — 

0,19 0,2, and 0.5 are given in Table VI and plotted in Fig. IS, 

& 

© 

t 
Approximate Output Voltage 

h   =   0.1 h    =   0.2 h    =   0.5 

0 0 0 0 

0.1 0.000, 
3 

0.2 0.005         |        0.008 

0*3 0*022 

0.4 0,052 0.068 

0.5 0.121 0.150 

0.6 0.190 0.192 

0.7 0.261 
' 

0*8 0,329 0.328 

0.9 0.392 • 

1.0 0,450 0&450 0.442 

2.0 0.800 0.800 

Table VI. Results of Calculations for BC 
Ladder Network with nonlinear Diode 
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7,n the linear case, the solution for h ~ 0.1 differs 

from the oorrect solution by not more than three usjita In 

ih© fourth decimal place* For h = 0»2 and 0.5* the maxisua- 

errors are 10 and 80 units, respectively. As toefo^e, the 

error Tarias roughly as h2. 

Sinoe a correct solution to the riwiilinesr r-r-c-^I^K. is 

rat available, tfc*» error cssmot be determined precisely, 

liowe^ir, It &Tmmp& that the results for h - 0.1 ere about 

as good as ean b; expected with the number of significant 

figures employed. 

(3) forque-Satarated Servoasohaaigm 

As another example, the siafpls torque-sat'-iratflc. ?orfy©. 

mechanism shown in Fig. 19 is considers: 

r 
r 

I 

Figure 19- Block Diagram sf Torque-Saturated Servoffiec-nanisia 

# i 
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3 
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The "block diagram of the torque-saturated serromechaiiiaiB 

is reduced to the general form DJ moving the linear block to 

the right of the i*ake-off point and into the feedback path? 

the transfer functions are then 

Ma)    = 

(s) =   Ms>    = 
f) 

(77) 

(78) 

the relation between error and torque may be expressed as 

K^c 

e <-£c 

{79} 

without loss of generality, a new set of dimenslonless 

parameters may be lntrodueedj a suitable choice iss< 

s  f_ 

o 

Eo% 

€8 

(80) 

;si) 

(83) 

In the axsaple -liich follows, '•/© hay© chosen to let   S as 0.5>, 

®e   - lt &M.  Be    S   1, This is equivalent to selectisag S = 1, 

J =s lj a?*d f = l in the original system, and leads to 

- 

t (84) 

x e 185) 

PifleraK*•-1 ^^a****** 
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It "/ill be assumed that a D-uait. step is applied to the 

input with the system initially »& rest. For the values used, 

we have 

f PA  > X   (t) — 

/8(t) — 1   - 

xa(t) = - (t) 

~ ©e(t) 

«.  @ 

For h = 0.4, the ^3 -sequence becomes 

Q.0000, 0.1319* 0.3203, 0.2795, 0.3192, * 

(67) 

(88) 

(89) 

a« necessity for the graphical solution of t'«o algebraic 

equations is eliminated, since    £$(0) ~ 0. In this particular 

situation, the value of y at any time is dependent only on the 

past values of s and can be calculated without a knowledge of 

the present value of y. The calculations are started aa follows: 

h 

os 

_aagjg. 

1 

At t ss 0»4j 

XgCO) 

x(0) 

y(o) 

as       5-0000 

5,0000 

=      1.0000 

=   (0.1319) &*££&) 

as      0.0550 

~       1-0000 

,9Q) 

v 7* « 



—Pna**t«M 

fi  <a • x^(*8)    =    (0*1519 K1.0000} 

x(«8) 

0,2421 

i    ' 

y(«8}    »    1,0000 

Ei©~>9 calculations are best carried out In tabular forraf 

part of the work Is given in fable VII. As a reminder that 

y(0)/2 is used in the calculation of XgCt), the correct value 

of y at t ss 0 has bson crossed out and one-half of the- correct 

value enterad at this point in the table. 

I 

0 

0,4 

0«8 

1,2 

1*6 

2„Q 

3.3 

7    i: 

4e0 

4,8 

5»~ 

X   —   ^ y  s     S 

5.0000 

fable vrIls Calculations for TorQue-Saturafced 
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a 

In F'ige £0* the results of the calculations! have been 

&uperisrp3ee& on. a curve which was determined aiiiCiftioally" * 

For t<6s the approximate valves obtained "m the step-'tay-aiap 

method are consistently higher than the ccrrect. T&laes$ the 

difference ia not more than 14© units In the 'fourth decimal 

place* la a separate set of calculationst not included here, 

h as 0*2 was used; the diffsr&nsa between the approximate arid 

correct values does not exceed 40 units. For t >6? the 

accuracy is somewhat "better* 

A series of calculations was also made for en error- 

torque relation which maj bs expressed aa 

K ec | i 

v{-e) = - Tie ) 

e -(-!->] 
£> 0 s. •" 

(S3) 

r 

i 

'3 

m 
m m 

fhis expression for the torque reduces to & t      for small 

errors sad approaches K EQ    tor  large errors, like the 

idealised '''linear" or "straight-line" saturation characteristic 

used in tl*# earlier calculations. The resulting curve for the 

'" fespaassitiai5 saturation characteristic is also plotted- in 

Fig* 2G„ there is very little difference in ene curves for 

large errors; in the neighborhood of zero error, the linear 

saturation characteristic leads to a. larger overshoot,, aa 

might be expected. 

m i 

^•rt-.-;Se-^w«i.T:^ 
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(4) SO zisi'WTk uo-Biaining a jJiode 

i 
to 

li 

*  i 

I! 
I i 

i    ! 

I ! 
I i 
I      ! 
f ? 

Th-a final example in this rwpcrt ig the BO netv/crk sho'-m 

in Fig. 21(&)s If the block dlagras 1B contracted and reduced 

to the general £o:na, Fig* 21(b) ia obtained* Since /O(s) has 

2\2&@rator of higher order than t-iaa dsiics-iins-tor,  it will be 

suC^h)    -     x,(nh)    -   x(nh) (95) 
I 
II x{xfe)   =     s  I    y(nh)S (96) 

C -J 

I yCnh)    =       !    x.(t ~t) *(*)  aTtf (97} 
H» 

S     JLifi   XpCnh)    +   a(Eb) (98) 

wn®r« «c*}   =   sf-M-JL—   , C99) 
1 /5(s) i 

as& Q(mi}a Ilka th# 5|nh) us©d previously, denotes a weighted 

etas of past values of 2^», up to a?^ Ha-ljlli I s obtained as part 

of the aprx*e*teation to the convolution integral« 

?i 
i; advantageous to interchange the forward, and feedback blocks. 
li 

by use of the tbeorssi described 0*1 page 32; the resulting 

bicek diagram is divert in Fig* 21(c). 

The st©p-by«3tsp calculation process for systems having 

a block diagram of the type given ia Fig* 21(c) is similar to 

the process already described, but differs in soa-a details• 

A general discussion of the required modifications in the 

method will therefore be presented before this specific case 

*s treated© 

For a feedback systen with th« nonlinear block ia the 

feedback path, the basic equations are 
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1 
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- 50 •- ! 
f 
f 

* f 

y(«h)   =    pi x»(«Tii}    -   xim) \   *     ^(iib) (loo) j 
•   : 

| aquations (96)  and (101) constitute a pair of s limit smeous 

I algebraic equations in % arid y vrtiioh can be solved by a 
s 

I graphical process illustrated, ia FiR, 22(a), Alternatively. 

to permit use of a plot of y as a function of x> the axes 

- c«m ba interchanged as indicated in Fig, 22(b), 

I For this example - it will be assumed that Rn » lt G, = 18 

and the input is a 2-volt at up. applied v/lth the capscitcr 
* « 

I initially -arschargsd* A linear owe for which x = yg obtained 

by replying the diode by a linear 1-chm rosistor, will he 1 
I 

treated first. With these particular values and using h = 0»2, 

we have! 

^{*}    =    2*0000 \1C3) 

•. 

1 as 
^5 V B J 3  +  1 

wCt) — 

h *e "- 0,1000 
^ & 

iO *i = 0*2000 

(101;) 

(106) 

(107) 

Tho V.caquonce,  Ineiudine the factor h, Is 
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y(o) x{0> i 

I. Safe ;•: 

X- /fj> x, <OJ 

a,oooo 

x(Oj 
/ * <-»»•. 
^X^/ 

^ 

At  fe ss 0.20S Q.iOf'} £>.. 

(0.2537)(1.0000) 
1 

0.16^ S-O^J 

<i< s    0,(0.2)     •     j)X,(Ct2) 

^ 

=    0.1537    *    0*2000 

0.3637 

Usine the gr&?*i,    x(0.3)    s:   y(0.2)    K 0,3306 

*4g - 
iciOe2j f 

sc .sQOuO 0*3303 

i 
At t = 0-4O?      Q(0.4)    s 

1*6694 

% 

m 
CO*J34i)Cl*0000)  +    (0.1637) (1.6694) 

**• # £**    A  * 

0 &^£JTQ 

ss    0*4074    *    0.2000 

«£? 

~    0*6*??«- 

fe-» 
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x«{0.4} - 

0.-5522 
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15 
The rsst cf tne calculations ax>e ssrrisKi out in similar 

fashions the work is susBBsrised in vabl® VZIX*   In this t>s&?.s. 

&s in fable VX2« the value of y(G) is crossed otit and replaced 

% TC0)/2 to facilitate the subsequent multiplications which 

determine th® values ©f ^# 

s . 

1 
i 
i 

i 

1*0 I 
i 

1,2 

1.4 

1*6 

1.8 

---r., -An 

4.0000 

2*0000 

3 
Q 

0.2 

0.4 

O e©   j      a. • 'aVWv 

2_n 

i-W^f-r 

0.8 !!   2,0000 
f 

2,0000    I 

2 *Q000 
1   ywv\     I * 5 W-teTw^W : 

2.0000 I 

,.0000 I 
„ M i ^«oooo 

1,0590 

1.0390 

1.0257 

1.0168 

fable VZIX* Calculation* for EC K@t*o^c with Linear 
Essisior 
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comxrated from the equation 

t 

0 

0.1 

0,2 

ft   A 

n ,< 

0.7 

0,8 

,0 

1 «2 

"'. .4 

,6 

2,< 

u^vng v.?ith the correct v&lttdB 

0 

h s: 0*1 
_l  

G 

0*1814 

0,3300 

0,4516 

0,5511 

0*6326 

0^995 

0.7540 

0*798? 

0.6353 

0.8S53 

h ss 0-2 

€> 

0?35fi£ 

0.5522 

0*8001 

VtWW 

0.9112 

0*9410 

0,010 

0.9743 

0,9632 

-7-•- 

0.5568 

0.91&8 

0*9bo* 

0.8055     I 

O.9&65     j 

I 

C orryct 
Valua 

0 

0,1813 

0.4512 

0*5507 

n £"0*3 

0.6988 

0.7534 

0,7981 

0*8347 

0.8647 

0,Q093 

0.9392 

0.9592 

0.9811 

1 
11 

'i 

J 

*£*£( 
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The errors at t, = 0*8 ai-e 6. So, and 74 units i; 
I •                                                          p         | 
I fourth decimal placet the variation is again roughly as h » 
1 
I .           In this caseK the values obtained using '-  -" u*4 appear to be        ! 

i quit© satisfactory for plotting purposes-                       j 
I I 
I A similar sat cf calculations was made f-ir" this network 
i | 
1 tfith a nonlinear diodet described by the relation                j 
S I 

; **•                                                              .                       i 

i I 
I Sines y is identified tfith output volt age and x tilth current,                  j 
I j 
! Eq*   (113) becomes                                                                                                          ! 

i ,                                                                    I 
I x     ~     y4                                       (114)                j 

t: 

in thft fferser-El notation. Following the scheme of Fig* 22(b), 

the graphical solution looks exactly the same as in Fig„ 15, 

except that x and y are interchanged* 'The results are Qlvmn 

In fable /« 

In this problem, the calculations with h — oe4 appear 

t© exhaust the accuracy of the graphical solution* Use of 
i * 

\ smaller steps doss not increase the accuracy, since the main 

! source of error is the graphical determination of x and y, 
| 

| She smaller steps do, of course9  give a isore complete 
I l • picture of the response* 
I 

I !£he results are also plotted in Fig. 23, using steps 
i 

j of h = 0.1 for t<1.0 aad h ss 0*2 for- t>1.0.  The correct 

I (computed) esurvo for the linear case is included for com- 

| 
! 
i 1     . 
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0,2 

0.3 

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

1.2 

1.4 

x.e 

2.0 

Approximate Output Volt age 

h SE 0.1 

0 

0.190 

0.363 

0.513 

0*643 

0.757 

0.825 

6*890 

0.930 

0^950^ 

h   =   0 v 

<£&«54>3.' 

;  '-0   ,->•; 

0.925 

0 

•6>i 

f 

k 

2^L -42 
0^993 

0.998 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

0.930 

0.995 

1.000 

1.010 

Sable X. Results of Calculations for BC Jtottfoxk 
with nonlinear Diode 
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The accuracy of -he results obtained by the procedures 

outlined In this reoort Is affected bv a variety el* possible 

errors % 

(1) Calculation errors - due to arithmetic  xAstakes 
In carry leg jut tee various rultlpllcations, 
additions,  and subtractions 

(2) Graphical errors - due to inability to specify 
the Intersection of two curves more closely than 
three or four significant figures 

(3) Round-off error 

(4) Integration error - due to Inadequacies of the 
approximate Integration formula (trapezoidal 
rule)r assuming that the values of the integrand 
are correct 

(5) Inherited error - due to inaccuracies in the 
| integrand resulting from previous errors 

The possibility of errors of the first three types can 

be miniaized by elementary stratagems %  (1) careful work and 

difference checks of the variables as they are obtained; (2) 

use of a sharp pencil and a large piece of graph paperj and 

(3) carrying more decimal places than will be retained in 

the final results. She other types of error deserve a more 

detailed discussion* 

Bscaaise the trapezoidal rule is based on an approximation I 

of the lategrand "by a series of straight lire segments, it j 

"fill give correct results for any integrand having a constant \ 

first derlva&lve; any -errors which are encountered earn thus s 

fee traced to the higher derivatives of the Integrand.. A i 

thorough analysis of the question leads to tho following j 
* 

| 
i 

1 

I 
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ssttoai© of the error?* 

i : 

A 

1 

i 

» 

"..M  i 1 "» C *t 

where   h    a    size of incremsnt oet^wg^ values f 

L    ~   iih    &   tot si interval of Integration; 

z    s   function to be it it ©grated (irxtssrsnl); 

jr" =   maximum value of the socord derivative 
of the integrand In the interval,    0<t<nh. 

A usor® optimistic estimate of the error is    * 

3 23i h" 
12° fs'Ofc) ,#0) a  \ C125) 

where ss(nh) and z*(0) are the first derivatives of the 

integrand at the end and beginning of the interval* Since 

the first derivative Is the integral of the second, it is 

true that 

z!(nh)    -     z'(0)     a r. 
Jo 

Of CUT) 

wh<w§ %*    denotes the avsrege value of the second derivative 

of th«i Isitagraad in tie interval under consideration* The 

two formulas are therefore essentially the ssae. The mimas 

sign in the formulas reflects the fact that the approximate 

value of the .integral will be too high if the curve which 

represents the integrand is concave upward* placing the 

straiolit-liB® approximation above the curve. 
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j»s»^**«»r.s^= ancAikaas K 5= 
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1 The integral to b«s evaluated la either 

I 

or 

x^irin) 

y(nh) 

JO     * 

r fe'fr*. 0-X 

19) 

3> ,«M— % 

i 
1 

n 

i 

-. 

depending on the natm 

we define 

©f the block diagram.  If. for ©xassple, 

(128) 

ws then, have 

and 

«v •* i /. it) yCt - t) 
(119) 

Pit) r"(t -t)     - 2   j&'tt!} y'<t -t) 

#*5      i »i    J (t -'S) , ClSOl 

wfc^its the primes deaot© differentiation v;lth respect to   T. 

While   j&Ci) or S(t) is tai^^n in advance, y(t) ana a^Ct) are 

determined in the course of the calculations and ar© subject 

to the* errors   4aich are to be estlmatsd,, .Any estimate of the 

&VTQT moat therefore be siade after the calculations have bean 

completed. Squation CllS#f in particular* car be used to obtain 

a quick estimate of the &%TQr as the calculations progress* 

1-erhaps the HHJS& useful conclusion to be drav.'n from J£q3„ 

(115) and (1161 is the variation of error v/ith h* If two aeries 

of vainpifl have te@en **1*t*ti*'t©d. TOT a ffiven vsr? able by usir,,y tv/© 

different values of hs am if these values are net subject to 

other errors, the foot that the error varies as h" might bo 

used bo pielc a third value of h which *.-'ou.ld lead tc results 

of any desired accuracy. 
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Although the question of Inherits 1 errors has not 'been 

thoroughly studied, tits following observations can bo made. 

Suppose that the system is described by the relations 

x(i) x*{t) - x,(t) / A \ 

yet)  s >J 

t 

The value of Xg{t)  is approximated by a ^sighted sum of present 

and past values of y. If the approximate integration prooass 

introduced no error except that due to inaccurate values of j% 

the error in Xg would toe a weighted sum of the errors in y* 

Assuming that- fix) is a wctii-bahawed function and that h is 

small enough so that there aro only small changes in, :c.(t) and 

|S(t)  in any increment, there is a tendency for errora in x 

and y to alternate in sign* This tendency is evident in some 

©f the examples and may be explained as follows. Suppose that 

one of the values of y is too large| the corresponding value 

of %2 from 3q«  (19) will likewisa he too large* Tha ssxt value 

of x, computed from So*  (8}s j.;IXi he too small ard will lead 

to a value of y, from 3fe,  (9)* which will therefore be small* 

If the errors are not too Mg, the process thus tends to be 

partially self correct ins, "ith the x-esult that inherited 

errors have not te«an a problems * 

If the stsp-by~step process is to be applied to physical 

systems and checked experimentally$ oth«r sources of error aro 

introduced| the most important is the possibility that dynamic 

behavior of nonlinear elements is not predictable frost the 

static characteristics. 

li 

u 

3- 
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Labor ^squired 

In addition to knowing about- the accuracy- of a srtep* 

by-atep method, the us^r also wants an estimate of the aacunt 

of computational labor required to couplets* & solution* In th« 

method described here, the k"" step in ihs calculation will 

require about (3 * k) operations* either multiplications s 

additions, or subtractions» and one determination of values 

from a curve or equation* Summing over r» stepe* the number 

of operations is estimated to be approximately 

n (n 

2 

•a T( 

?a 

or 
2 

~X~ 21 (115) 

which does not include the preliminary calculations needed 

to obtain   x_(t) ana    ${t). Since Lssih, the estimate may 

also he expressed as 
2 

h" 71 Hit's 
2 h2      2 h 

indicating that the errors (which vary ae h2) will he an 

inverse function of the effort expended. 

approximate Methods for which the operations per step is a 

constant, In defense of the proposed method9 it msy he said 

(1) that the number of operations is independent of the 

orftav of ,the aquation being solved and (2| that the use of 

the entire past history of one of the variables helps to 

saka poseihle the accuracies attainable by this method. In 

special cases, if /3{t) approaches a constant for large t» 

some ©f this worfe may he avoided* 

g«s 
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Conclusions 

A method for the approximate* determination of the response 

of a nonlinear system to fairly arbitrary Inputs has been 

described* The method la presently applicable to systems with 

oil© essential noniinearity .-/hose mathematical relations car. be 

indicated by a standard type of block, diagram* The techniques 

involved — operational mathematics, numerical integration, and 

graphical solution of algebraic equations — are generally 

known to engineers, who will find the accuracy of the method 

satisfactory for most purposes* 

It appears that the method is applicable to systems in 

which the noniinearity changes in a prescribed manner with 

time or depends en an independent signal, such as a grid 

voltaga of a vacuum tuba, tfitfa ^oma additional work, it may 

prove applicable to-systems having more than one nonlinear 

element, 
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